Hot Shifter Nights Shifters In Love Romance
Collection
Eventually, you will utterly discover a other experience and feat by spending more cash.
nevertheless when? complete you take that you require to get those all needs gone having
significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something
that will lead you to understand even more on the globe, experience, some places, as soon as history,
amusement, and a lot more?
It is your completely own times to perform reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could enjoy
now is Hot Shifter Nights Shifters In Love Romance Collection below.

Shifters for the Holiday - Sedona Venez
2020-12-19
Enjoy this steamy stand-alone holiday shifter
interracial romance by USA Today Bestselling
paranormal romance author Sedona Venez… I
don’t want protection. But my father thinks

otherwise and hires two hot former military wolfshifters—Axel and Tucker—to protect me at all
costs. Now I’m trapped inside my cabin with my
gorgeous shifter bodyguards during a blizzard,
leaving me attracted to both of my wolf-shifter
protectors. Now, my life is on the line, and so is
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my heart. This passionate stand-alone holiday
shifter interracial romance is full of festive
magic, romance, suspense, and laughs. HEA,
and no cliffhanger! Keywords: paranormal
romance, fantasy romance, urban fantasy,
shifter romance, bear shifters, steamy romance,
shifters, alpha heroes, alpha shifters, myth,
mythology, love story, werewolf, werewolf
romance, action adventure, vampire, witch,
demon, devil, psychic, shapeshifter, alpha,
vampires, vampire series, shapeshifter werewolf
romance, fantasy, lycan, mate bond, vampire,
vampire romance, immortal, vampire slayer, fae,
Laurel K. Hamilton, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Christine
Feehan, Gena Showalter, K.F. Breene, Shannon
Mayer, Ruby Dixon, JR Ward, J.R. Ward, Ilona
Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Vampire Diaries,
Twilight, Crave, Tracy Wolff, The Vampire
Diaries, Bella Forrest, A Shade of Vampire,
Harry Potter, witch, wizard, fated mates
Rescued by Bears - Skye MacKinnon
2017-12-06

Can she tame her bear shifters or will she be
their dinner? Alone, frozen, and far from home,
Isla finds herself in the care of four frustratingly
sexy bear shifters. They soon end up on a
Scottish island, trying to survive the disasters of
a failing world. With new relationships
unfolding, Isla has to make the decision between
her humanity and the bears protecting her. Will
winter drive them apart or can Isla claim her
bears? Rescued by Bears is a spicy reverse
harem romance featuring one sassy heroine and
four hunky bear shifters (including a polar
bear!). Prepare for strong alpha males with a
trace of vulnerability, an epic quest, Viking
beards, very steamy scenes, Scottish landscapes,
Celtic mythology and a post-apocalyptic setting.
Previously published as Polar Destiny. READ
THE WHOLE SERIES - also available as
audiobooks! Claiming Her Bears: A steamy bear
shifter reverse harem Book 1: Rescued by Bears
Book 2: Protected by Bears Book 3: Craved by
Bears Novella: Her Banana Bears Keywords:
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paranormal romance, fantasy romance, reverse
harem romance, books set in Scotland, postapocalyptic romance, shifter romance, bear
shifters, steamy romance, shifters, alpha heroes,
alpha shifters, damsel in distress, mythology,
love story.
Broken Mate - Jen L. Grey 2021-10-31
Some things are inevitable, even with a fated
mate. As the future alpha of the Silver Wolves,
my life was carefully planned: stay hidden and
learn to fight. But that didn't happen. My pack
was slaughtered and now I'm running for my
life. In my search for safety, I discover
something else. My fated mate. The handsome
jerk alpha can offer me something that no one
else can--protection. The more I try to fight our
mate bond, the more fate pushes us together,
but I fear the price may be too much for both of
us. As a hidden enemy hunts me, difficult
decisions must be made. Choices that will alter
my life forever or end it completely.
The Omega's Wolf Protector - Lorelei M. Hart

2018-07-25
Back in Distance, Russell pleads for sanctuary
and finds himself under the direct supervision of
his childhood friend, Jameson. They grow closer
as Russell adjusts to life back in his traditional
pack with his son-a son whose biological father
has decided he finally wants to stake claim to-a
claim he would likely win against the unmated
omega, Russell. Jameson has a solution, one that
includes their mating. Russell agrees, and the
family of three finds itself growing into a family
of four when Russell becomes pregnant with his
mate's baby. Love, his mate's pregnancy, and the
tricky balancing act of becoming the third father
to a four year old son become Jameson's norm
and he couldn't be happier. The Wolf Protector's
Omega is a super sweet with knotty heat second
chance male pregnancy shifter romance with an
adorable four year old shifter, an omega with a
traditional and uptight pack alpha for a brother,
and an alpha who would do anything for his one
that got away.
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Sailing With Her Wolf - Ariel Marie
2020-06-05
Wolf shifter, Marley Gerwulf, was protective of
her human best friend, Zara York. Their
friendship dated back to their sophomore year in
high school. Throughout the years they had been
glued to each other's hip, experiencing life
together. When Zara broke up with her longtime
boyfriend, Marley suggested a three-week girls
trip, sailing the Pacific Ocean. It would help her
friend clear her mind and celebrate her newly
found single life. Marley had spent the last
fourteen years of her life, knowing they'd only
ever be friends. Her wolf had identified Zara as
her mate the day they'd met. The urge to mate
was strong, but she was always able to overcome
it, knowing she'd rather have Zara in her life as
a friend, then not at all. After setting sail with
Tahiti as their destination, an intense storm
caught them off guard damaging their yacht.
Floating aimlessly along in the ocean, Marley
was determined to ensure their survival. With

life or death situations at every turn, will Marley
be able to protect Zara while resisting the call to
mate?
Rage - Summer Cooper
Gray McMahan can feel his career coming to an
end. No matter what he does to slow the
process, he knows his life is about to take a
horrible turn that he’ll never be able to claw his
way back from. Ever since the night he was
bitten and turned into a shifter, nothing has
been the same. His fighting career has been
pushed to the back of his mind as he’s tried to
maneuver his way through his new existence.
Anger, impatience, and frustration boil up inside
of him every day and he’s powerless to control
himself. When the gym owner threatens to fire
Gray, things go from bad to worse. That is, until
Monica comes to town to put the gym back on
track and, inevitably, change Gray’s life even
more. If he thought things were confusing after
his accident, he had no idea just how rocky the
road was about to get. Author’s Note: This is a
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12,000 word short story. Story contains mature
language and themes, intended for adults only.
Keywords: paranormal romance, fantasy
romance, shifter romance, tiger shifters,
shifters, alpha heroes, alpha shifters, mythology,
science fiction romance, new adult romance,
happily ever after, love books, love stories,
romantic novels, sexually romantic books,
steamy romance, love story, smokin' hot,
guaranteed HEA, sports romance, fighter
romance, MMA romance, enemies to lovers,
romantic comedy, romantic suspense
Doubly Tied - C.D. Gorri 2021-08-12
She thought she was all brains, but two growly
Shifters prove she's all heart. Anise is the
youngest Freeman sister and an ad executive
with an upscale agency in NYC. Her brains are
as big as her boobs, but the curvaceous beauty is
fed up with working for too little money for a
company with no scruples. A refreshing vacay
with her siblings is the perfect opportunity to
shake her groove thing! Ani’s never seen so

many tanned muscles on display. This year, she
is taking the bull by the horns. She is
determined to make her dreams, and fantasies,
come true. Moongate Island beckons as an
alluring escape from her disappointments while
she bonds with her sassy sisters. Brody
DeAngelo is a Wolf Shifter and the Alpha of the
Big River Pack. Ever since he ascended to his
position without an official challenge, the Wolves
under his command have been restless. With
Mayne Nakoa, a Black Bear Shifter, as his
Omega, things weren’t getting any easier.
Together, they form two thirds of the Triad
needed to rule the Pack, but without their third
holding their positions without bloodshed was
iffy at best. Finding a female who can handle
both Brody and Mayne, and seal the bond tying
three together as one, is a challenge that can
only be met by their true and fated mate. Their
future and that of the Big River Pack depends on
it. Without any other options, they turn to the
Council of Triads for help. Will they find an
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answer to their problems on Moongate Island?
Lion Trip - Summer Cooper
Cammy Preston might have planned for the
beaches of Hawaii but what she got was a hot
shifter named Ethan, the spectacular backdrop
of South Africa, and a world she never imagined.
Though a plague of mishaps keeps putting off
Cammy’s attempts at seducing Ethan, she’s
determined she’s going to have the hot holiday
fling she’d decided on when she first met Ethan.
He encourages her efforts but somehow she
always ends up with him either picking her up
off of the floor or taking her to her bed to rest.
She wants him to take her to bed, but for far
more than a rest before her next injury. One way
or another she will have the man that fills her
dreams with erotic longing, even if she breaks a
leg in the process. Author’s Note: This is a
10,000 word short story. Story contains mature
language and themes, intended for adults only.
Keywords: paranormal romance, fantasy
romance, shifter romance, lion shifter, holiday

romance, lion shifters, shifters, alpha heroes,
alpha shifters, mythology, happily ever after,
love books, love stories, holiday fling, romantic
novels, steamy romance, love story, smokin' hot,
guaranteed HEA, short story
Grizzly Lover - C.D. Gorri
Journey into a world of Purely Paranormal
Romance with this series of books featuring
curvy heroines and their sexy supernatural
mates! Teresa broke Oliver's heart once before,
but now she needs his help. Can her Grizzly
lover put the past behind them? Oliver Pax is
one of the most prolific composers of all time.
He is the award-winning writer of such
Broadway hits as The Beast of Brooklyn Heights
and its upcoming conclusion Where Beauty
Lives. A loner known for his grumpy and
secretive nature, the reclusive Grizzly Bear
Shifter is in for the shock of his life when a blast
from his past washes up on his doorstep after a
terrible accident. Teresa Witherspoon has been
on the run for the past two years. She's traveled
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across the country and back again fearing the
day her father and his henchmen find her and
her son. Caring for Thomas has kept her going
this far, but when an accident leaves her
hospitalized she has no choice but to call the one
person she swore to stay away from. Will the
Grizzly Bear Shifter she'd once loved help her in
her time of need? Keywords: bear shifter
romance book, second chance mates novel, bear
shifter romance ebook, urban fantasy, fantasy
romance, HEA paranormal romance, best
friend's sister shifter romance, curvy girl best
friends romance ebook, paranormal fiction
series, strong heroine, curvy girl romance novel,
shifter mates, fated mates, instalove romance
short, sexy shifter book, sexy paranormal
romance book, steamy paranormal romance
novel, steamy shifter mates, strangers to lovers,
instant attraction, heat level, claiming bite, fated
mates novella, soul mates, destined mates, pack
fated mates series, shifter mates ebook series,
paranormal romance series, vampire human

fated mate series complete, curvy heroine
romance, curvy girl reads, bbw romance, alpha
grizzly bear hero, instant love, romantic comedy,
PNR romcom, romcom series
Hot Dire Wolf Nights - C.D. Gorri
Journey into a world of Purely Paranormal
Romance with this series of books featuring
curvy heroines and their sexy supernatural
mates! Hot Dire Wolf Nights, where summer fun
meets eternal love… Phoenix Tala is taking a
break from his new home on the border of Blue
Valley where his Pack and MC have recently
settled down. With his Dire Wolf feeling out of
sorts and anxious, he figures a road trip is in
order. Tracey Donner is tired of her upper-crust
parents disapproval. After a shopping trip gets
nasty, she takes off for the one place she ever
felt happy as a child. Maccon City, New Jersey.
She is ready for some serious changes in her life.
But until then a girl could have a little fun,
couldn't she? Of course, she never expected to
run into that fun. Literally. A spontaneous
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moonlight skinny dip turns into something else
when she swims into a midnight bather with
more muscles than she knew it possible for one
man to have. She is willing to dive into a
vacation fling with the bad boy biker, but
Phoenix has forever on his mind. Can he
convince the luscious normal to be his mate?
Keywords: alpha, werewolf, shifter, wolf shifter,
urban fantasy, fantasy romance, HEA
paranormal romance, best friend's sister shifter
romance, wolf pack series, werewolf romance
ebook, paranormal fiction series, strong heroine,
curvy girl romance novel, shifter mates, fated
mates, instalove romance short, sexy shifter
book, sexy paranormal romance book, steamy
paranormal romance novel, steamy wolf shifter
mates, friends to lovers, rejected love,
unrequited love, instant attraction, heat level,
claiming bite, fated mates novella, soul mates,
destined mates, wolf shifter pack fated mates
series, wolf shifter mates ebook, paranormal
romance series, wolf guard fated mate series

complete, curvy heroine romance, curvy girl
reads, bbw romance, alpha wolf hero, instant
love, romantic comedy, PNR romcom, romcom
series, wolf pack lovers
Dirty Sexy Furry - Eliza Gayle 2016-11-28
Book 1 in the USA Today Bestselling Southern
Shifters series Kira MacDonald is in trouble.
Plagued by false visions and erotic dreams of a
man she's never met, she fears losing both her
psychic powers and her sanity. The cure?
Finding and bonding with her mate. The
stubborn red-haired warrior might not want one,
but fate has other plans, plans that include her
rescuing Lucas Gunn. As the Guardian of his
shape-shifting clan, Lucas Gunn lived a quiet,
solitary life. Until he was kidnapped, examined,
and tortured. Now imprisoned, his only tie to the
outside world is the memory of his dreams and
the passionate woman who appears nightly in
them. He thought she was nothing more than a
vision. Then she came for him. An uneasy
alliance, a mating call that won't be denied,
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rituals that must be honored, and unrelenting
enemies who will stop at nothing to get what
they want. It all comes together in the first of
Eliza Gayle's sensational Southern Shifter
Series. Passion and Pride. Duty and Danger. In
the end, there's really only one choice...for
Lucas.
Claimed by Her Wolf - Sedona Venez
If you love riveting storytelling, shifters, and
paranormal romance that never quits, then you'll
love this complete 5-Book Shifter Paranormal
Romance collection! Inside: Furever Yours
Happily Ever Alpha Broken Moon Wild Things
Wolf Bite Furever Yours Snowflakes, hot
chocolate, a silver-coated wolf…and a baby. With
easy fun and hot, sexy nights entwining
Dawson's sleek, muscled body with Jade's
sensuous, inviting warmth, the two loners, in
control of their separate worlds, are pulled
together by one shared spark—the baby was
given life by them both. Sometimes you have to
let go to hold on. Sometimes love is a risk worth

taking. Happily Ever Alpha Arya has lost
everything, her parents, her home, her
identity—all gone in the blink of an eye. Forced
into the country with her only living relative, she
struggles to rebuild her life and put the pieces of
her heart back together. Arya finds herself
swept up in a mysterious maze that will take her
on an adventure of a lifetime and into the arms
of two mysterious men. Loving one means
security and acceptance in a world where
shifters and humans collide. Loving the other
means war. Broken Moon When Harley awakens
to find himself locked in a cell, he wonders what
his captors could want with him. After all, he is
hardly the kind of man to give up secrets,
especially ones about the Order of Protection,
the agency he has been loyal to, for most of his
life. Besides, he's a shifter, and shifters never
break. Things go from bad to worse when a new
prisoner is thrown into the cell next to him,
begging for her life. Harley knows he has to find
a way out of this hell hole quickly and make sure
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she's returned home safely before it's too late.
Wild Things Senna, the curvy Princess, refuses
to be given away in marriage to the Ottway, an
evil bastard of a man. The marriage arranged
against her wishes, Senna is torn between what
she must do for her family and what her heart
truly wants. Gabriel isn't just Senna's guard but
a powerful wolf-shifter who wants her as his
own. It would be treason to go against the
wishes of the King, but what these men don't
seem to know is that when it comes to love, rules
are meant to be broken. Will Gabriel be
successful in his attempt to rescue Senna from
danger? Wolf Bite Grayson and Cadence fight for
their lives on the run from an enemy wolf pack
while denying the scorching hot attraction that
threatens to consume them both. Keywords:
paranormal romance, fantasy romance, urban
fantasy, shifter romance, bear shifters, steamy
romance, shifters, alpha heroes, alpha shifters,
myth, mythology, love story, werewolf, werewolf
romance, action adventure, vampire, witch,

demon, devil, psychic, shapeshifter, alpha,
vampires, vampire series, shapeshifter werewolf
romance, fantasy, lycan, mate bond, vampire,
vampire romance, immortal, vampire slayer, fae,
T.S. Joyce, Terry Bolryder, Harmony Raines, Zoe
Chant, Regine Abel, Roxie Ray, Lee Savino,
Renee Rose, Milly Taiden, Laurel K. Hamilton,
Sherrilyn Kenyon, Christine Feehan, Gena
Showalter, K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer, Ruby
Dixon, JR Ward, J.R. Ward, Ilona Andrews,
Patricia Briggs, Vampire Diaries, Twilight,
Crave, Tracy Wolff, The Vampire Diaries, Bella
Forrest, A Shade of Vampire, Harry Potter,
witch, wizard, fated mates
Mate Claimed - Jennifer Ashley 2012-10-02
Collared and controlled, Shifters are outcast
from humanity, forced to live in Shiftertowns.
But waiting within are passions that no Collar
can contain… As a wildcat Shifter and leader of
his Shiftertown, Eric Warden knows his own
kind. When he sees Iona Duncan, he realizes
that although she appears human she is a halfDownloaded from
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Shifter wildcat living without a Collar—and that
if she doesn’t acknowledge her true nature and
her mating hunger, it may kill her… Iona finds
the mysterious and powerful Eric alluring, even
though she has vowed never to reveal her
Shifter side, lest her mother pay the price for
hiding her all these years. But her mating
hunger is rising, and with Eric so close, she may
not be able to resist…and her desire may lead to
the very doom they are fighting to deny…
Claimed by the Pack - the Complete Series Kimber White 2017-08
This is the complete series containing all five
books in Kimber White's exciting, ultra steamy,
utterly shocking new werewolf romance serial,
Claimed by the Pack. One dark night. One fatal
turn. A wild passion hotter than anything she's
ever known. A tragic accident on a lonely
highway puts college freshman, Neve in the path
of sexy Alpha wolf, Tucker. With single touch
and a flash of silver in his eyes, Tucker stirs
something in Neve she can't live without. A bond

so strong it's combustible. A passion so fierce it
might rip the pack apart. Tucker and Neve's
connection comes with a rising heat more
powerful than even he understands. Though
Tucker knows he's found the love of his life and
his fated mate, danger comes from all sides. A
rival pack, hellbent on revenge will stop at
nothing to take Neve away from him and destroy
everything he's built. And a new threat looms
from within that will test his leadership to the
breaking point. He'll have to be strong enough to
survive the challenge. With Neve by his side,
he's got everything to lose. Dear Readers: This
book contains sizzling hot sex scenes that know
no bounds (not even when it comes to multiple
partners). These wolves like it rough! If you're
not into that, you might want to sit this one out.
However, if you like hot, dominant, alpha male
werewolf shifters and the kickass heroines who
will do anything to please them, then click away
and enjoy the ride!
Westmore Wolves Series: Books 1-5 - Erzabet
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Bishop 2019-07-18
Are you ready for some shifter romance that will
curl your toes? Get ready for hunky gargoyles,
sexy alpha wolves, hot firefighter dragons, and
curvy girls with sass that keep them coming
back for more. Meet your next book boyfriend.
Find your fated mate... Enter the world of
shapeshifter paranormal romance with the
Westmore Wolves series collection. Warning: Ice
water not included. Bound by pack law, Alpha
male Carrick must claim a mate or forfeit his
role forever. Can he find the female he loved and
lost before he must choose another? Medina
Argos is a woman on the run. But tumbling from
the frying pan into the fire might just have her
falling for the men her heart has been longing
for. When Violet is rescued from death by a wellmeaning angel, she gets a second chance at life
and love. But will she have the courage to tame
the heart of a dragon and fulfill her destiny?
Allyse needs a job and pronto. What this curvy
girl isn’t expecting is a reality TV version of

Beauty and the Beast. Can she harness her own
wonky magic to shut down a wicked witch bent
on revenge or will she pay the ultimate price? All
Jess wants this holiday season is to work with
her shelter puppies and stay out of the way of
falling glitter from her family’s Yuletide
festivities. When her brother throws yet another
bodyguard in her way, things are about to get
interesting. keywords: paranormal, paranormal
romance, paranormal romance books for adults,
immortals, immortal romance, fantasy romance,
alpha hero, strong heroine, guaranteed HEA,
happily ever after, werewolf romance,
shapeshifter romance, HEA paranormal
romance, curvy heroine romance, curvy girl
reads, bbw romance, urban fantasy, curvy girl
romance novel, shifter mates, fated mates, sexy
shifter book, sexy paranormal romance book,
steamy paranormal romance novel, steamy wolf
shifter mates, heat level, claiming bite, instant
attraction, soul mates, destined mates, wolf
shifter mates ebook, anthologies, anthology,
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boxed set, collections, dragons, bears, wolves,
shifters, werecat, urban fantasy, fantasy,
paranormal fantasy, fantasy collections,
paranormal collections, romantic fantasy
collections, romance anthology, steamy shifter
romance boxed set
Tiger Denied - C.D. Gorri 2022-09-20
Welcome to New York City's secret Shifter world
where the Island Stripe Pride runs wild and
these Tiger Shifters are searching for their
mates! She shoved him away once, but this Tiger
won't be denied…. Every year the Island Stripe
Pride hosts a gathering for the other local
Shifter groups at their mountain resort in
upstate New York. Pride Enforcer Carter
Marrow has been asked to organize the
enormous event to ensure everything goes
harmoniously. When the catering company pulls
out, he must find a replacement chef. But there's
only one capable of pulling off that kind of job
last minute. And she hates his guts. Antonia
Casabella is the one woman in the entire world

he swore he'd never speak to again. Is he willing
to swallow his pride for the sake of the
gathering? Toni spent her youth wasting away
the days with the local Tigers in the area. Living
near the Island Stripe Mountain Resort, what
else was there to do? Though rare in the
supernatural world for prey to mix with
predator, as the years rolled by Toni found
herself wishing to be more than friends with one
particular Tiger. Denying her heart was difficult,
but she'd had no choice for her father's sake.
After he passed, Toni refused to find a mate
among her Flock, finding an outlet for her grief
in her work. When Carter suddenly appears
looking to hire her for a special event at the
resort, she is intrigued. Can this Bunny hold her
own against a group of less than friendly Big
Cats? Keywords: bunny shifters, rabbit shifter,
curvy girl rabbit shifter, tiger shifter romance
book, tiger pride romance ebook, curvy girl
romance, fated mates paranormal romance, tiger
shifter bbw romance series, strangers to lovers,
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instant attraction, heat level, claiming bite, fated
mates novella, soul mates, destined mates,
shifter romance ebook, paranormal fiction
series, strong heroine, curvy girl romance novel,
shifter mates, fated mates, instalove romance
short, sexy shifter book, sexy paranormal
romance book, steamy paranormal romance
novel, steamy wolf shifter mates, strangers to
lovers, instant attraction, shifter pride romance
series, urban fantasy, fantasy romance
The Urban Fantasy Anthology - Peter S. Beagle
2011-08-15
Whether featuring tattooed demon hunters,
angst-y vampires, supernatural gumshoes, or
pixelated pixies, Urban Fantasy mashes up oldschool tales with pop culture, creating iconic
characters, diverging moralities, and complex
settings. Urban fantasy is finally showcased in
this star-studded collection, representing all
three of its distinct styles, including the playful
new mythologies of Charles de Lint, the sexy
paranormal romances of Patricia Briggs, and the

gritty urban noir of Neil Gaiman.
Shifters Furever: The Macconwood Pack
Tales Volume 2 - C.D. Gorri
An Urban Fantasy Paranormal Romance
featuring Wolf Shifters and their Curvy Mates.
Shifters Furever: The Macconwood Pack Tales
Volume 2 is a 3 book set by C.D. Gorri, USA
Today Bestselling Steamy Paranormal Romance
Author, featuring sexy Werewolf Shifters and
their mates. Finding love is never easy, but when
a Shifter does, it lasts a lifetime. Inside Shifters
Furever: His Winter Mate: Mike and Claire: The
Macconwood Pack Tales #3 Can a wounded Wolf
find love the second time around? Snow Angel:
Cael and Rayne: The Macconwood Pack Tales #5
Werewolves mate for life. Home For The
Howlidays: David and Cassie: One girl, one Wolf,
and whole lot of mistletoe! The Macconwood
Pack Tales #6 In the Macconwood Pack, each
book tells the story of how one (or more) Pack
members find true love. Each book is a complete
story and can be read alone, though I admit they
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are better read in order so you can get a real
feel for the characters as they will show up in
each other's stories. After all, Pack is family!
*Part of the Macconwood Pack Tales continuing
series. Look for The Macconwood Pack Tales
Volume 1 now available. Keywords: alpha,
werewolf, shifter, wolf shifter, urban fantasy,
complete series, PNR anthology, boxed set,
fantasy romance, paranormal holiday romance,
shifter christmas romance, wolf pack series,
werewolf romance ebook, paranormal fiction
series, strong heroine, curvy girl romance novel,
shifter mates, fated mates, instalove romance
short, sexy shifter book, sexy paranormal
romance book, steamy paranormal romance
novel, steamy wolf shifter mates, friends to
lovers, instant attraction, heat level, claiming
bites, fated mates novella, shifter fated mates
series
Firefighter Bear: Slade - J.K. Harper 2020-07-20
★★★★★ "Slade and Everly’s story was so very
touching. Of all the brothers, I loved Slade best.”

★★★★★ A woman trapped by the stigma of the
past... Fox shifter Everly always ends up
cornered and cowering. Growing up shunned by
more dominant shifter species taught her there's
no such thing as real community—or true love.
But she's always secretly longed for the sexiest,
most dominant bear shifter around...even though
he almost destroyed her family. A bear shifter
who can't forgive himself... Wildland firefighter
Slade Walker battles mountain flames for a
living and throws punches on the fight circuit for
a release. Despite his easygoing, joke-cracking
ways, this wounded bear is still plagued by a
terrible decision he once made—a decision that
also ruined any chance he had with foxy,
fascinating Everly. Yet he can't imagine life
without the sweetly sensual vixen by his side. A
shifter town on the brink of change. But when
the sins of the past rise up to threaten Everly,
neither her hidden courage nor Slade's powerful
defense can keep her safe. The wild heart and
bold hope of an entire town of shifters must rally
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together for the protection of all, and to allow
two battered hearts to finally dare claim what
they need most: each other. To the reader: This
story is filled with heart-pounding romance,
page-turning adventure, and some awesome
hawt times. If you love big ole grizzly bear
shifters who have a soft spot for their fated
mates, the charming and funny details of a
shifter-filled small town, and the beautiful power
of true love to always save the day, this book is
for you. Silvertip Shifters Hunter's Moon:
Quentin Mountain Bear's Baby: Shane Taming
Her Bear: Beckett Rescue Bear: Cortez Ranger
Bear: Riley Firefighter Bear: Slade Christmas
Night Bear: Wyatt Superstar Bear: Bodhi
(coming soon)
Seducing the Sun Fae - Rebecca Rivard
2015-05-01
*BEST SHIFTER SERIES of 2018 (Fada
Shapeshifters) ~ Paranormal Romance Guild
Reviewer's Choice Awards* A dark shifter lord. A
glittering fae queen. A game of seduction that

only one can win... A steamy enemies-to-lovers
shapeshifter romance! Dion, alpha of a
shapeshifting river fada clan, has had enough.
The sun fae queen has seduced several of his
best warriors, leaving them fit for little but
fishing and drinking wine, and draining lifeenergy from all his people in the process. Then
comes the final straw—she ensnares his younger
brother. It’s time to turn the tables on the
glittering, party-girl queen. Cleia is a twohundred-year-old fae whose powerful glamour
gets her any man she wants. But she’s bored.
She wants something more—and the river fada
men have it. So when she meets the big,
untamed river alpha, she sets out to seduce him,
even though something whispers this man is
dangerous. She all but orders him to her bed.
That’s just what Dion is counting on… Discover
USA Today bestselling author Rebecca Rivard's
award-winning world of dark shifters and
dangerous fae. "A powerfully written paranormal
romance with an alpha male who takes no
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prisoners..." THE FADA. Shapeshifters created
during Dionysus’s infamous bacchanals from a
mix of fae, human and animal genes. They’re
ruthless, untamed—but when they love, it's
forever. Seducing the Sun Fae is a steamy
paranormal romance with an HEA. If you crave
dark shifters, glittering fae and intense,
emotional storylines, this book is for you. Keep
reading for an excerpt: Cleia sighed and
suddenly Dion understood what was wrong. She
didn’t want harmless. She wanted danger. The
lady was bored with men who danced to her
tune. Ah. He’d be happy to provide the queen
with a little…excitement. He crouched on his
haunches in front of her and put out his hand.
“Give me your foot.” She hesitated and he
waited, unmoving. In this dance, she would learn
that he was the leader, she the follower. She
slanted him a look from under her lashes and
then, setting her wine on the floor, placed a
slender foot in his palm. It was clad in a jewelencrusted sandal: rubies, emeralds, diamonds.

The fae loved bright, glittering things. It was yet
another weakness, something he could use
against the shallow, party-girl queen. Right now
she wasn’t thinking about jewels, though. Her
gaze was all for him. Her hands clenched on her
lap, but she held herself still, waiting to see what
he’d do next. Keeping his eyes on hers, he undid
the sandal strap and slid his finger under her
arch, tracing a slow path down the sensitive
skin. Her breath hitched. He removed the sandal
and pressed a kiss to her instep, then placed her
foot on the chair seat so that her knee was bent,
opening her to him. “Keep it there.” Her throat
worked but she obeyed. He removed the other
sandal and kissed that instep as well. Her breath
released in an audible whoosh. His lips curved
against her soft skin. “You like that.” Their eyes
met and he inhaled sharply. Deus, her irises
were beautiful: a tawny, sun-touched brown.
“Mm,” she murmured. “More.” Their gazes
locked, but when he simply stared at her
unmoving, she added, “Please.” Triumph
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streaked through him. He’d won. She just didn’t
know it yet. “As you wish, querida,” he said, and
sucked her big toe into his mouth. *2016 EPIC
Awards Finalist, Best Fantasy/Paranormal
Romance* Keywords: shifter, alpha male, fae
queen, fated mates, mate bond, happily ever
after, alpha male romance book, alpha male
romance ebook, alpha shapeshifter romance,
alpha shifter fated mates, rebecca rivard mates,
fated mates paranormal romance, shifter fae
romance book, shifter fae romance series,
strangers to lovers, instant attraction, heat level,
fated mates novel, soul mates, destined mates,
shifter romance ebook, paranormal fiction
series, strong heroine, fae romance novel, fae
queen romance novel, shifter mates, fated
mates, enemies to lovers romance, enemies to
lovers paranormal romance book, sexy shifter
book, sexy paranormal romance book, steamy
paranormal romance novel, steamy shifter
mates, shapeshifter clan romance series, urban
fantasy, sexy urban fantasy, fantasy romance,

sexy fantasy romance, unusual shapeshifters,
Latino hero paranormal romance, Latino hero
romance; free ebook; free paranormal romance
Bear Attack - Summer Cooper
Dr. Sydney Gabardi has always been too nerdy
for love. Highly-valued by her college, she has a
reputation as a superstar in her field as well as a
kind and friendly teacher, loved by all her
students. But lately, Miss Goody Two Shoes has
developed a bit of a problem… she simply can’t
stay focused around her gorgeous and charming
student Paul Jenson. Paul is young and sexy, and
can have any girl he wants; but all he wants is
college professor Sydney. A woman in her early
thirties may seem too mature to some, but he
doesn’t care. Growing up he always tried his
best to fit in, trying to be like everyone else only he isn’t. He’s a bear shifter. Will Sydney be
able to control her forbidden lust for Paul and
abide by college rules? And above all, how will
she cope when she discovers Paul’s deepest
secrets? Author’s Note: This is a short story
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about a naughty professor. It contains cheeky
and taboo scenes, intended for adults only.
Keywords: happily ever after, love books, love
stories, romantic novels, sexually romantic
books, teacher, paranormal romance, fantasy
romance, shifter romance, shifters, bear shifters,
shifters, alpha heroes, alpha shifters, mythology,
steamy romance, love story, college, university,
professor, guaranteed HEA, romantic comedy,
younger man, older woman
Shifter - Angela Knight 2008-03-04
WHEN IT COMES TO SHAPESHIFTING
PARANORMAL ROMANCE, WHO CAN RESIST...
New York Times bestselling author Angela
Knight, USA Today bestselling author Lora
Leigh, and national bestselling authors Alyssa
Day and Virginia Kantra? Whether transforming
under a blue moon or prowling the streets, the
shifters come alive to fulfill the wildest of
fantasies in this seductive anthology by four
masters of paranormal romance.
Shifters of Black Forest Ridge: Quinn -

Sedona Venez
Enjoy this steamy shifters series by USA Today
Bestselling paranormal romance author Sedona
Venez… Without mates, shifters in Black Forest
Ridge are going feral. My pack and I will share
that same fate if we can’t find our destined
mates. Imani applied for a position at a B&B.
Little does she know that the casting of a mating
spell and the secret surging through her veins is
what truly lured her here to the Ridge. The
instant I met her, I felt the magnetic tug of our
mate bond. But her world has been turned
upside down, and she’s far from ready to accept
her role as my alpha female in Black Forest
Ridge. Even if I’m desperate for her to be mine,
she doesn’t feel the same pull I do. She needs
time to accept she’s mine… and my time is
running out. Will I be able to convince her that
she’s my fated mate before I lose myself to the
feral madness? Shifters of Black Forest Ridge:
Quinn is a standalone in this spicy small-town
shifter romance series with a happily ever after.
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Each book focuses on a different pair of fated
mates. You’ll enjoy this series if you like shifter
romance with fated mates, forbidden love, a
band of brothers, growly protective former
military alphas, and tough, hilarious heroines.
Keywords: paranormal romance, fantasy
romance, urban fantasy, shifter romance, bear
shifters, steamy romance, shifters, alpha heroes,
alpha shifters, myth, mythology, love story,
werewolf, werewolf romance, action-adventure,
vampire, witch, demon, devil, psychic,
shapeshifter, alpha, vampires, vampire series,
shapeshifter werewolf romance, fantasy, lycan,
mate bond, vampire, vampire romance,
immortal, vampire slayer, fae, T.S. Joyce, Terry
Bolryder, Harmony Raines, Zoe Chant, Regine
Abel, Roxie Ray, Lee Savino, Renee Rose, Milly
Taiden, Laurel K. Hamilton, Sherrilyn Kenyon,
Christine Feehan, Gena Showalter, K.F. Breene,
Shannon Mayer, Ruby Dixon, JR Ward, J.R.
Ward, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Vampire
Diaries, Twilight, Crave, Tracy Wolff, The

Vampire Diaries, Bella Forrest, A Shade of
Vampire, Harry Potter, witch, wizard, fated
mates
Bearing His Baby - Summer Cooper
Angel is in hiding. She wants to forget the
violence and the damage her ex-husband has
done to her. Just as she thinks she is healing, she
sees her new gorgeous neighbour turning into a
bear. Has her ex damaged her brain as well as
her body? Despite his good looks, Felix is
friendly and kind to Angel. However, she is too
afraid to let him into her life. When Angel’s
husband shows up one night, the violence scares
her and makes her run again! Will poor Angel
finally find happiness? Author's Note: This book
contains mature language and themes, intended
for adults only. Keywords: paranormal romance,
fantasy romance, shifter romance, bear shifters,
shifters, alpha heroes, alpha shifters, mythology,
happily ever after, pregnancy romance, love
books, love stories, romantic novels, secret baby,
secret baby romance, sexually romantic books,
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abuse, steamy romance, love story, smokin' hot,
guaranteed HEA, new beginnings, second
chance, second chance romance, short story
Her Deviant Dragon: A hot dragon shifter
romance - Christa Wick 2021-10-15
The man I’ve been having nightly dreams about
isn’t exactly the man of my dreams. Okay, so
maybe he’s dangerously handsome in a dark,
intense way. And given that I’m hardly the
beauty to his beast, I guess I shouldn’t be
judging. I mean that literally, by the way. The
beast part. At least I think dragons are
considered beasts. Seeing as how I never knew
dragons actually existed, let alone shifted into
human form, I’m definitely not an expert. Even
despite been psychically connected to him for
months now. The only thing I really know about
him is that his wealth gives a whole new
meaning to old money. He’s amassed an
unimaginable fortune over the course of a
millennium, all while searching for the one
unattainable thing he wants most of all—a mate.

It’s hard enough for me to wrap my brain around
a mortal as a dragon’s mate. And it’s even
crazier still to think the hot new all-the-rage onestop-shop online for bedroom fun times is run by
said gruff and stoic dragon. But the idea of
me—the plump, quiet girl with the messed-up
past, minimal control of her psychic visions, and
zero foreseeable future for her music—being
what the determined dragon has been looking
for all this time? Seriously? I’m going to need
some major convincing. …And he’s more than up
for that challenge. Previously published as Curve
Dreams (c) 2015 with edits and minor revisions
throughout. Search Terms / Book Topics: hot
paranormal, dragon shifter, alpha dragon, alpha
shifter, protective alpha, bestselling shifter
romance, top paranormal romance reads, HEA,
sexy paranormal, steamy shifter, series with sex,
love, romance with sex, dark fantasy, alpha hero
romance, shifters, new adult paranormal, new
adult shifter, hot romance fiction, sexy romance
fiction, steamy romance fiction, shifter romance
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series, shifter billionaire, billionaire paranormal,
steamy PNR, protective hero, dark billionaire,
damaged hero, stoic hero, BBW heroine, curvy
girl, curvy woman, curvy heroine, BBW,
billionaire, friends to lovers, New York Times
bestselling author For fans of: Cynthia Sax,
Sarah Makela, Thea Harrison, Rebecca Zanetti,
Darynda Jones, Dannika Dark, Kresley Cole,
Charity Ferrell, Mandy M. Roth, Michelle M.
Pillow, Carrie Ann Ryan, Emily Goodwin, Celia
Aaron, Ilona Andrews, TM Cromer, K.F. Breene,
Kerrylyn Sparks, Lynsay Sands, Jeaniene Frost,
Laura Greenwood, Lee Savino, Ilona Andrews,
Diana Seere, Amelia Hutchins, Milly Taiden, JK
Harper, Mina Carter, Jane Henry, Celia Kyle,
Zoe Chant, Lexy Timms, Charlene Hartnady, Eve
Langlais, Evangeline Anderson, Kimber White,
Elisabeth Naughton, Alexandra Ivy, Paige Tyler,
Gena Showalter, Faith Hunter, Bella Jacobs,
Laurell K. Hamilton, Genevieve Jack, Diane
Seere, V. Vaughn, Bianca D’Arc, Renee Rose,
Susan Hayes, Victoria Danann, Suzanne Wright,

Dianne Duvall, DB Reynolds, Kiersten Fay, Kait
Ballenger, Donna Grant, Shelly Laurenston, Lora
Leigh
Claimed By The Demon - C.D. Gorri
Journey into a world of Purely Paranormal
Romance with this series of books featuring
curvy heroines and their sexy supernatural
mates! All she wanted was to sing, but can
Leandra focus on her dreams after she learns
the biggest producer in town is actually a
Demon? What will she do when he’s claimed her
as his own? Leandra Katell has finally made it to
the big city. Now, she just needs a job. All she
wants is to sing in front of thousands. Is that too
much to hope for? She knows she has the voice
to do it and what's more, the perfect show is just
about to go under production! There’s just one
glitch in her plan. The show’s producer.
Arrogant and spoiled, Chance Madoc is the
golden boy of Broadway. Every show he touches
turns to gold. Literally. Known for having a very
specific type for his female leads, he turns down
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Leandra based on her photo alone. The plump
songbird is not what he is looking for at all. This
half-Demon is all about the tall, thin, and
gorgeous. When Leandra seeks him out,
determined to make him listen to her sing, he’s
about ready to throw the curvy little brunette
out on her rounded bum. Until his Demon side
gets whiff of her! Then all bets are off and
Chance won’t rest until he has Leandra by his
side. She might not know it yet, but she’s about
to be claimed by the Demon! Keywords: alpha,
demon shifter, shifter romance, urban fantasy,
fantasy romance, HEA paranormal romance,
best friend's sister shifter romance, curvy girl
best friends romance ebook, paranormal fiction
series, strong heroine, curvy girl romance novel,
shifter mates, fated mates, instalove romance
short, sexy shifter book, sexy paranormal
romance book, steamy paranormal romance
novel, steamy shifter mates, strangers to lovers,
instant attraction, heat level, claiming bite, fated
mates novella, soul mates, destined mates, pack

fated mates series, wolf shifter mates ebook,
paranormal romance series, demon hero human
woman fated mate series complete, curvy
heroine romance, curvy girl reads, bbw
romance, alpha wolf hero, instant love, romantic
comedy, PNR romcom, romcom series,
A Rizer Wolfpack Series - Amelia Wilson
2019-12-11
I wish the stories wouldn't end, I laughed and
fell in love with all the characters. I read the
whole series in one sitting. What would really
happen if mankind found out shifters lived
among us? Find out in this hot and steamy
Paranormal Romance series what happens when
the world is flipped onto its head. Governments,
and cities are toppled. Humans become the
minority. The world seems dark to the humans
who have survived. Mankind was not made to
buckle, there are still many who stand up. Only
where is the right place to make a stand, and for
who? Love is found in the most unexpected of
places. It is what drives us all and what inspires
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the characters in this series to stand where no
one else has dared to stand, dead center. This
boxset series contains elements of suspense,
passion, spies, werewolves, shifters you've never
heard of, destined mates and powers that will
have you reading in a hurry to find out what will
happen next. All five books in the series are
included in this set. Love Beyond the Wall Sight
of Love Claimed by Love In Love with the Enemy
Love for you Alone Climb the wall with Cara,
face the demons in the night with Angeline, be
claimed with Onyx, fall with Nora, and Risk
everything with Nicloe! Each book ends with a
happily ever after and can be read alone or
concurrently. Ratings coming back on this series
are in the five-star majority, with an overall star
rating of four point five. Don't miss this smoking
hot Paranormal Romance series that people are
already talking about.
Owl Be Bear For You - DJ Jennings 2017-10-07
Hot summer fun where you’ll change…in more
ways than one. Librarian Mara Scioto lives a

nice, neat, orderly existence—except when she’s
being attacked by uncontrolled male shifters
who need to mate. Pesky little detail, right?
Raised by a grandmother who hates all shifters,
she has one wish: to make it past the age of
twenty-five without experiencing The Morph that
tells you you’re one of them. And then the letter
from Camp Shifter arrives with her name on it...
Orthopedic surgeon in training Jack Karsten is
waiting to see if he’ll follow in his shifter
brother’s footsteps. Being a shifter won’t be so
bad, if that’s his destiny, but when he meets
Kara, he realizes that fate and love don’t always
align. But love always wins. It can be a bear of
an ordeal sorting it all out, but if anyone can
help, it’s the staff at Camp Shifter. While they’ll
train Jack and Kara on the ways of shifter life,
there’s one thing they can’t teach them: How to
get out of their own way and let love leave them
changed. Forever.
The Dragon's Valentine - C.D. Gorri
2021-09-10
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After 500 years of servitude, these sexy Dragon
males must find and woo their modern mates.
Read the Falk Clan Tales today and discover five
Dragon Shifter brothers and their journey to
true love. She's given up on love, but he’s just
begun… After five hundred years of servitude,
Dragon Shifter, Callius Falk and his three
brothers are finally freed from their bonds.
Callius has one mission, to find his true mate.
Winifred Castillo spends her nights tending bar
at The Thirsty Dog, a local favorite in Maccon
City, New Jersey. After her boyfriend skips town
with her rent money, she’s sworn off men. For
good! But what’s a Werewolf to do when a darkhaired stranger with golden eyes and rippling
muscles claims her as his mate? Each story is a
fast paced, insta-love happy ever after tale with
a touch of humor and a pinch of sass. Keywords:
dragon shifter romance book, dragon romance
novel, dragon shifters romance ebook, urban
fantasy, fantasy romance, HEA paranormal
romance, shifter brothers romance, curvy girl

best friends romance ebook, paranormal fiction
series, strong heroine, curvy girl romance novel,
shifter mates, fated mates, instalove romance
short, sexy shifter book, sexy paranormal
romance book, steamy paranormal romance
novel, steamy shifter mates, strangers to lovers,
instant attraction, heat level, claiming bite, fated
mates novella, soul mates, destined mates, pack
fated mates series, shifter mates ebook series,
paranormal romance series, dragon and human
fated mate series complete, curvy heroine
romance, curvy girl reads, bbw romance, alpha
dragon hero, dragon shifters, fish out of water
trope, instant love, romantic comedy, PNR
romcom, romcom series, werewolf romance
House Mates - Summer Cooper
Ron had never had much luck when it came to
love, but when he moved to Alaine and had
found a room to rent with David and Julie he
thought it might start to improve. As a vampire
though, he had a lot to hide and he was terrified
they would find out and he would have to run
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just like he had before coming to Alaine. His new
roommates kept to themselves though, and they
didn’t get involved in his life much. David and
Julie had been a couple for a few years but they
had always felt like something was missing. They
had no idea what it was and as dragon shifters it
was hard for them to figure it out without giving
themselves away. After all their added strength
often tipped off everyone else that something
wasn’t quite right. When they needed the
additional income of renting out one of the
rooms in their home, they encountered Ron who
seemed slightly lost. Seeing it as a way to help
someone who clearly needs help they let him
move in. Soon they realize that Ron might be
what they have been missing, but can they risk
losing the perfect roommate to satisfy their own
needs? WARNING: This book contains mature
language and themes, intended for adults only.
Keywords: paranormal romance, fantasy
romance, shifter romance, dragon shifters,
shifters, vampire, vampire romance, alpha

heroes, menage romance, reverse harem
romance, steamy romance, love story, happily
ever after, love books, love stories, romantic
novels, mystery, smokin' hot, guaranteed HEA,
short story
The Billionaire Shifter's Curvy Match (Billionaire
Shifters Club #1)(Shifter Romance) - Diana
Seere
When Lilah Murphy started serving drinks at the
exclusive Platinum Club, she never expected she
would be on the menu. Biotech billionaire Gavin
Stanton had one taste of the new, curvy server
and his craving could never be satisfied until he
had her fully. Completely. Eternally. Fate
brought them together, but a centuries-old
secret could tear them apart, for the Stanton
family holds a shifter legacy that no human has
ever threatened. Until now. Gavin Stanton is the
billionaire CEO of a Boston biotech firm. He’s
also a werewolf, the son of a large, ancient
family with roots in the British aristocracy. His
work is his life. But then he feels the Beat—an
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irresistible urge to mate with Lilah, a beautiful
human who inflames his passions like no
other—and he abandons everything he thought
he knew in his need to claim her. Lilah Murphy
is broke and desperate. All she wants is a job to
support herself, her sister, and her ailing
mother. The last thing she needs is to get
involved with a rich, powerful guy who would
discard her after a few hot nights together and
get her fired at her new, high-paying job. But
she, too, feels the Beat. She hears him in her
mind, feels him in her soul, and the urge to
answer the ancient call is undeniable. Is she
strong enough to embrace his secrets—and her
own? The Billionaire Shifter’s Curvy Match is the
first in an all-new series of hot (did we mention
*hot*?) romances about the billionaire shifters
and the women they’re fated to love. Topics:
paranormal romance, shifter romance,
shapeshifter romance, billionaire romance,
billionaire shifter, billionaire wolf, billionaire
shapeshifter romance, paranormal, otherworldly,

fantasy, wolf, bear, mountain lion, contemporary
romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance,
firefighter romance, montana romance, boston
romance, otherworldly romance, PNR romance,
shifter myth, instalove, biotech billionaire, bbw
romance, bbw shifter
Dazzled: Dragon Mates 1 (Dragon Shifter
Romance Series, First in Series) - J.K. Harper
2016-04-25
The sexy, thrilling start to USA Today bestselling
author J.K. Harper's DRAGON MATES series!
Begin these captivating, seductive books with
DAZZLED to discover for yourself why readers
say "The pages are so hot, they almost melted
my ereader!" ★★★★★ “Well-plotted out, superb
and extremely entertaining.” -Night Owl
Reviews, 5-star Top Pick ★★★★★ "This is one sexy
mesmerizing love story.” Seduction. Mystery.
And treachery... A billionaire dragon shifter on a
desperate hunt. The fated mate who can save
him. Sizzling tension binds Sebastian and Lacey
together—but time is about to run out.
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Billionaire dragon shifter Sebastian Bernal has a
single mission: to hunt down his family's stolen
gold treasures. Without them, he will die.
Monstrously betrayed by love, his heart is
slammed shut. But he’s distracted by one very
sexy woman—one his dragon insists on claiming.
Smart, driven Lacey Whitman is consumed by
her demanding job. She has no time for
men—except the dark, sexy one tempting her to
throw caution to the wind. But wickedly hot
Sebastian is utterly off limits. He's her boss. A
boss who's turning out to be very irresistible...
Yet even as Sebastian’s desire melts Lacey's
defenses, danger threatens them both. She's his
fated mate—but only if she can reach his
guarded heart before time runs out for them
both. To the reader: This book is filled with hot
times, delicious romance, and the dangerous
secret world of dragon shifters. If you love
shifters, bright lights in the big city, and the
beautiful power of love to always triumph in the
end, this read is for you. Other books by J.K.

Harper: Dragon Mates Dazzled - Sebastian &
Lacey Thrilled - Kai & Gabi Burned - Ash &
Teagan Wicked Wolf Shifters Volume 1:
Cassandra & Trevor's story Surrendered to the
Pack - Part 1 Claimed by the Pack - Part 2 Taken
by the Pack - Part 3 Mated to the Pack - Part 4
Volume 2: Tamsin & Jackson's story Ruled by the
Pack - Part 5 Hunted by the Pack - Part 6
Destined for the Pack - Part 7 - coming soon
Black Mesa Wolves Guardian Wolf Alpha Wolf
Hunting Wolf Wild Wolf Solstice Wolf Christmas
Wolf New Year Wolf Protector Wolf Fire Wolf
Rogue Wolf (coming soon) Fans of the following
books and series are known to enjoy this
scorching hot dragon shifter paranormal
romance with sizzling sex scenes, alpha male
hero, plenty of action & adventure, and true love
between dragon fated mates: a kingdom of exiles
academy of magic dragon's gift accidentally in
love alpha heist alpha mated alpha resolution
attack by magic dragon's gift awakening dragon
born in fire burning tower call of the dragon
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choose love crime of magic dragon's gift crimes
against magic dark lover dark stranger the
dream desired by the wolf dragon warrior falling
for a wolf first bite garden of the wolf golden age
greyriver shifters halfway to the grave hotbloods
Kate Daniels’ Magic Series luna proxy master of
magic dragon's gift moon lovers natural mage
natural witch obsidian son protected mate raised
in fire shadow keeper shadow kissed twisted fate
undercover magic dragon's gift wild hunger wolf
lake wolf’s secret baby Keywords related to this
scorching hot, romantic dragon shifter series:
21st Century, Action Adventure, Adventure
Books, Alpha Hero, Alpha Male, Animals &
Nature, Best Selling Shifter Series, Bestselling
Series, Billionaire, Book, Contemporary,
Current, Dragon Mates, Dragon Romance,
Dragon Shifter, Dragons, ebook, Epic Fantasy,
Essential Reads, Fantasy Books, Fantasy
Romance Books, Fantasy Romance, Fantasy
Stories, Fantasy, Fated Mates, Feisty Heroine,
Happy Ever After, HEA, Heroine, Hot Romance,

Hot Sexy Read, J.K. Harper Books, J.K. Harper,
Love Story, Magical Adventures, Millionaire,
Mythology and Folklore, Paranormal Fantasy
Books, Paranormal Romance Books, Paranormal
Romance Series, Paranormal Romance,
Paranormal, Popular Series, Racy Romance,
Rich, Romance Books, Romance eBook,
Romance Novel, Romance Series, Romantic
Suspense, Seduction, Sensual, Series, Sexy,
Shapeshifter Romance With Sex, Shifter
Romance, Shifter Series, City Romance, Story,
Supernatural and Occult, Supernatural,
Suspense, Suspenseful Read, Thriller, Top Rated
Books, Top Romance Reads, USA Today
Bestselling Author, Wealthy, Werewolves and
Shifters, Women's Fiction
Dragon Baller's Bride - Summer Cooper
Adam Jones has always hated how none of his
relationships seem to last long. But in the end he
keeps passing it off as the women not being able
to handle his dedication to the game of football.
Now that he has retired from the game he has to
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decide what to do with the rest of his life.
Coaching is an option, as is broadcasting. But
one thing he truly wants and doesn’t think he
can get is a woman to share his life with. The
last two women who have come close. But they
ended up leaving him when his career became
something they couldn’t handle. So he hopes
that things would be different this time around.
Beth is in dire need of a job when she sees the
advertisement for housekeeper. She has no idea
how to clean or take care of a house, and barely
manages her small apartment. But since the job
comes with room and board as well she sees it
as the perfect opportunity to pay off some debt
while looking for something she truly wants.
YouTube and Google can only teach someone so
much and Beth quickly finds out that there is a
lot she can only learn through experience. Still
she trudges on, determined to make it work. As
it turns out, spending so much time with Adam
starts to change the dynamics of their
relationship. Before she realizes it she is starting

to fall for him. But does he feel the same way
about her? She feels that he does, but Adam is
such a mysterious man that it’s tough to get
close to him. But as she does get close she
learns that Adam has a secret… and it’s going to
blow her mind… Author's Note: This is a 10,000
words short story, story contains mature
language and themes, is intended for adults
only. Author's Note: This is a 10,000 words short
story, story contains mature language and
themes, is intended for adults only. READ THE
WHOLE SERIES - also available as audiobooks!
Book 1: Captain Dragon Book 2: Mr Dragon
Right Book 3: Dragon Baller's Bride ***
Keywords: paranormal romance, fantasy
romance, shifter romance, dragon shifters,
shifters, alpha heroes, alpha shifters, mythology,
new adult romance, happily ever after, love
books, love stories, romantic novels, steamy
romance, love story, college, university, smokin'
hot, guaranteed HEA, second chance, sports
romance, short story
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Eternal Hunter - Cynthia Eden 2013-03-19
"It hooked me from the first page." --Christine
Feehan Beware Of Each Other In a hotbed of
secrets like Baton Rouge, it's only natural
Assistant DA Erin Jerome is keeping a couple of
her own. Like the fact she's not entirely human-she's Other, desperately trying to keep her
supernatural strength under wraps. Or that she's
got a killer stalking her--an Other rogue set on
"gifting" her bloody corpses, not to mention
nights lying awake in terror. But the bounty
hunter on her new case is about to change
everything. Jude Donovan is a shapeshifter, and
when the two are near each other their hidden
instincts are definitely awakened. Tracking a
rogue Other through half of Louisiana is hard
enough without letting their wild sides come out
to play. . . "Cynthia's on my must-buy list." --New
York Times bestselling author Angie Fox
Lion Boss - Summer Cooper
Meet Mike Allaster. The new boss of Club
Regalia. The richest guy in town with looks that

could melt your soul. JULIA I try to ignore that
muscle-covered body under his shirt, that my big
beautiful body is aching for the touch of his
large hands. I pretend that I don’t wish that he
would just take me to the back alley and have his
way with me. He is gorgeous, he is even hotter
in real life. All those videos and pictures of him
online really don’t do him justice. But he hates
me! From the day he took over Club Regalia,
he’s been picking on me! It isn’t like I don’t
know how to do the job that I do EVERY SINGLE
DAY! But I’m so attracted to him that I just can’t
function properly whenever he is in the room.
What the hell is wrong with me? MIKE I want
her. All I can think about is to run my fingers
over her skin, to smell her hair, to taste that
beautiful sexy mouth of hers and, of course, to
do all kinds of naughty things with her. Maybe
buying this stupid club was a mistake. I’ve got
better things to do. I’ve got other businesses to
run. But I just can’t stay away from this place.
Everyone in the business world knows that I
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bought a small bar and I must put on a good
show. But she is just unbelievably distracting!
It’s so damn cute when she messes things up,
especially when she bends down to clean up the
mess she made... I want her. But my real identity
is most definitely too dark for her. But I only
want her! Author’s Note: This book contains
mature language and themes, intended for
adults only! Keywords: boss romance,
paranormal romance, fantasy romance, shifter
romance, shapeshifter romance, lion shifter
romance, shifters, alpha heroes, alpha shifters,
mythology, sexually romantic books, office
romance, workplace romance, love story, steamy
romance, guaranteed HEA, romantic comedy,
romantic suspense, bbw, bbw romance, big
beautiful romance, curvy girl, curvy
Ritual Island - J P Uvalle 2020-08-30
Praise for Ritual Island: I just loved this book. It
was so well-written that it captured my mind and
I was dragged along for the ride. Once I started
reading I could not put it down until I read the

last page. BooksproutI haven't read any books by
J.P. before, but I have to say that this book was
really, really fantastic. Blaire and the Captain
are thrown into a situation that is against the
odds, but they manage to get through it. I read
the book in 1 day because I couldn't put it down.
The characters and story line was that riveting.
ARC ReviewThis was a great quick read by a
new author for me. The plot was interesting and
the characters were fun. I enjoyed reading this
and look forward to reading more by this author.
Goodreads ReviewAbout the Book: The vacation
of a lifetime is about to be cut short...Blaire and
her best friend are eager to cash in on their allinclusive win and cruise off to Bora Bora for a
life-changing vacation.But nothing on the ship is
as it seems.Something sinister is at play......and
Blaire may be its next victim.Surrounded by
shifters with insatiable appetites, she's about to
take her chances in the sea itself.Until
him.Shifter King Dorian is accustomed to being
obeyed and feared--and needing no one.But
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when he meets the woman intended as his latest
sacrifice, he realizes just who she is......and just
what it means for his future.Can Dorian throw
away his only chance at love to restore powers
that ensure his reign on Ritual Island as its one
true king? Or will he follow his heart and risk
everything for love with the woman fated to be
his mate?
Bear Lover - Candace Ayers 2020-01-19
Luna is a timid bunny shifter, so shy she's
practically a recluse. Pratt is a huge bear shifter
in the Raging Bears MC, an outlaw biker gang.
How is it that fate has paired such an unlikely
match? It really doesn't look like these two are
destined to be mates...until friends step in.
Leave it to the She-Shifters of Hell's Corner to
nudge the romance along a bit! How is it that
fate has paired such an unlikely match? It really
doesn't look like these two are destined to be
mates...until friends step in. Leave it to the SheShifters of Hell's Corner to nudge the romance
along a bit! NOTE: In the late 1800's, on a

homestead in New Mexico, a female shifter
named Helen Cartwright was widowed under
mysterious circumstances. Helen knew there
was power in the feminine bonds of sisterhood,
and she provided an oasis for those like herself,
female shifters who had been dealt the short end
of the stick. Like magic, women have flocked to
the tiny town of Helen's Corner ever since.
Although, nowadays, some call the town by
another name, Hell's Crazy Corner. WARNING:
THIS BOOK IS INTENDED FOR READERS
OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE. This is the sixth book
in the Shifters of Hell's Corner series. This series
is a spin-off of the Bears of Burden series,
although each book can be read as a standalone.
BEAR LOVER is an adult shifter romance for
lovers of paranormal, urban fantasy,
shapeshifters, contemporary, and, of course,
spicy, sizzling, hot romance. This is a
standalones with an HEA and no cliffhanger. It
may appeal to fans of Zoe Chant, Terry Bolryder,
Harmony Raines Kim Fox and T.S. Joyce.
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Her Knight in Shining Stone - Amelia Shaw
2022-11-19
Download and enjoy this short and HOT, steamy
paranormal romance. As a Gargoyle shifter of
New York City, Roman and his four brothers sit
on top of the city library all day in their stone
form, watching and waiting. On sun down they
come alive and that is when Roman feels the tug
towards his Beloved—the woman who he will be
united to. Christiana is a waitress in a dead end
life. One night a man with silver eyes and the
most incredible aura, walks into her restaurant
and changes her life. She is thrown into a world
with paranormal creatures she doesn't
understand, and a bond that is impossible to
break. When the rogues come to destroy Roman
and his brothers while defenseless and sleeping,
will Christiana reach inside herself to protect the
man she's come to love? *** This is a re-release
of Tamsin Baker's 'Her knight in shining stone'
and has been re-branded, extended and reedited.

Pursuing the Bear - Kerry Adrienne
2016-11-28
The Shifter Wars heat up when a woman
investigates the mysteries surrounding a fierce
breed of man and exposes more than just secrets
Bear shifters exist. Professor Bria Lane has
known this since she was a child. Now she's
returned to the forests of Deep Creek to prove it
to the world. She has no idea how close she is to
that proof in ruggedly sexy park ranger Derek
Poole. Intimately close. But uncovering Derek's
wild side comes with a shattering price. Like a
magnet meeting metal, Derek is drawn to Bria.
His destiny. His mate. So beautiful and so
vulnerable. So dangerous, too: an encroachment
of lions, vengeful and vicious, is closing in and
they're ready for war. Now is not the time to be
distracted like a lovesick cub. If Bria reveals the
truth of the Deep Creek shifters to the world,
she'll bring out the worst of both sides. But
Derek can't hide his secrets from the love of his
life forever. He knows they're playing with
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fire—and that when passion runs this hot, this
reckless, someone's bound to get burned. This
book is approximately 75,000 words One-click
with confidence. This title is part of the Carina
Press Romance Promise: all the romance you're
looking for with an HEA/HFN. It's a promise!
Mate Night - Eliza Gayle 2011-05-20
The New York Times bestselling author of DIRTY
SEXY FURRY returns to the sexy and action
packed Southern Shifter series with another
exciting story of forbidden love... Kane Gunn is
beyond frustrated. He has a kill order to fulfill
and after weeks of chasing his quarry he's
boiling over with tension. Then he catches the
woman who's become his obsession and Kane

becomes consumed by a desire that overwhelms
everything...including his quest for justice. Lara
is determined to seek revenge against the werecougar guardians. Consequences don't matter
and distraction isn't an option. Until she finds
herself face to face with the pair of green eyes
that have been haunting her day and night. Time
is of the essence as the tables are turned and a
tenuous truce is formed. In the face of passion
enemies become lovers, tempting fate, testing
trust, and satisfying an undeniable need. Lies
and secrets. Corruption and Revenge. Choices
that change lives. Don't miss the revelation...of
Kane.
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